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REJECT THE OFFER
It materially undervalues your Company

InterQuest is worth more than 42 pence per share
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Why you should reject Chisbridge’s highly 
opportunistic and inadequate Offer:

   Chisbridge was formed by the InterQuest  
executive management team which sees value in  
the business

   The Offer fails to reflect the future potential of 
InterQuest’s business

  A minimal control premium is being paid

   There is strong institutional and other shareholder 
support to reject the Offer

   There are significant benefits to remaining an AIM 
quoted company

   Chisbridge needs to get 75 per cent. acceptances  
in order to delist InterQuest without shareholder 
approval 

DO NOT ACCEPT THE  
CHISBRIDGE OFFER



THIS DOCUMENT IS IMPORTANT AND REQUIRES YOUR

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION

If you are in any doubt as to the action you should take, you are recommended to seek

your own independent financial advice immediately from your stockbroker, bank

manager, solicitor, accountant or other independent financial adviser duly authorised

under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, if you are in the United Kingdom,

or, if not, from another appropriately authorised independent financial adviser.

If you have sold or otherwise transferred all of your InterQuest Shares please send this

document as soon as possible to the purchaser or transferee, or to the stockbroker, bank or

other agent through whom the sale or transfer was effected, for transmission to the purchaser

or transferee. However, this document should not be forwarded or transmitted in or into or

from the United States, Canada, Australia or Japan or any other jurisdiction if to do so would

constitute a violation of the relevant laws of such jurisdiction. The distribution of this document

in jurisdictions other than the United Kingdom may be restricted by law and therefore persons

into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about and observe such

restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the

securities laws of any such jurisdiction.

No statement in this document is intended as a profit forecast or estimate for any period or a

quantified financial benefits statement and no statement in this document should be

interpreted to mean that earnings or earnings per share for InterQuest for the current or

future financial years would necessarily match or exceed the historical published earnings or

earnings per share for InterQuest.

Panmure Gordon (UK) Limited, which is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by

the Financial Conduct Authority, is acting exclusively for InterQuest and no one else in

connection with the Offer and will not be responsible to anyone other than InterQuest for

providing the protections afforded to clients of Panmure Gordon (UK) Limited or for providing

advice in relation to the Offer or any other matter referred to in this document.

A copy of this document will be made available, subject to certain restrictions relating to

persons resident in any Restricted Jurisdiction, on InterQuest’s website at

www.interquestgroup.com/about/investment/offersite-disclaimer promptly following the

publication of this document and in any event by no later than 12 noon on the business day

following the publication of this document until the end of the Offer Period.

For the avoidance of doubt, the content of the website referred to above is not incorporated

into and does not form part of this document.

InterQuest Shareholders should read this document in its entirety including the

Appendices.

Copies of this document and all future documents, announcements and information required to

be sent to persons in relation to the Offer may be requested to be received by such persons

in hard copy form by writing to Panmure Gordon (UK) Limited, One New Change, London

EC4M 9AF or by calling on telephone number 020 7886 2500 (from within the UK) or

+44 20 7886 2500 (from outside the UK) between 9.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m., Monday to Friday

(excluding public holidays).

THE CHISBRIDGE OFFER

MATERIALLY UNDERVALUES YOUR

COMPANY



LETTER FROM THE INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR

Registered office:

6-7 St. Cross Street

London

EC1N 8UB

15 June 2017

To shareholders of InterQuest Group plc and holders of options or awards in the InterQuest

Share Option Schemes

Dear InterQuest Shareholder,

On 18 May 2017, Chisbridge announced its intention to make an offer for the entire issued

and to be issued share capital of the Company not already held by Chisbridge at a price of

42 pence per Ordinary Share. The Offer Document was posted to you on 1 June 2017. The

Offer is highly opportunistic and materially undervalues your Company.

The Independent Director, who is being advised by Panmure Gordon, rejects the Offer of

42 pence per Ordinary Share and recommends that you do not accept the Offer and that

you take no action in respect of your shareholding.

Reasons why you should reject the Offer

1. Chisbridge was formed by the InterQuest executive Management Team who sees value

in the business

Chisbridge, a newly incorporated company formed by the InterQuest Management Team,

being Gary Ashworth, Chris Eldridge and David Bygrave, has greater visibility than you and

other InterQuest Shareholders of the current and likely future performance of the Company

and has access to its management accounts, board materials and reviews of current trading

and internal forecasts. Other shareholders of Chisbridge include Luke Johnson, an astute

investor who is Chairman of private equity house Risk Capital Partners and who was

previously a non-executive director of InterQuest between 2001 and 2010.

The Independent Director believes that Chisbridge sees value in the business which is not

reflected in the Offer Price.

2. The Offer fails to reflect the future potential of InterQuest’s business

Opportunities following the acquisition of Rees Draper Wright

On 3 August 2016, your Company announced the acquisition of a majority interest in Rees

Draper Wright (‘‘RDW’’). The outstanding interests in RDW were acquired in October 2016. In

the announcement of the acquisition it was stated that:

‘‘The Board of InterQuest believes the acquisition of RDW presents a strong strategic fit:

* providing the opportunity to cross sell services in the new digital economy for both

businesses;

* enabling the Company to expand its operations in the US with a New York platform to

grow its digital, analytics and cyber security divisions in the US;

* providing an opportunity for the management of RDW to continue their expansion

plans into Europe; and

* adding an interim service to the Company’s search offering.’’
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Commenting on the acquisition at the time, Chris Eldridge, CEO of InterQuest and a

co-founder of Chisbridge said:

‘‘RDW is an excellent fit for InterQuest Group, strengthening our reputation in the Global

consulting sector and providing a platform to grow the Group’s existing business in the US. We

are excited about developing the RDW brand and building on InterQuest Group’s digital

specialisation.’’

In the trading update on 1 December 2016, your Company announced that RDW had

immediately contributed to profits and had generated cross-selling opportunities. In the final

results announcement on 14 March 2017, Gary Ashworth, Chairman of InterQuest and a co-

founder of Chisbridge stated that:

‘‘The acquisition of Rees Draper Wright (RDW) in the latter part of the year, has allowed the

Group to pursue its strategy to have greater impact at the senior level, offering executive search

and interim management solutions. RDW have a rich history of delivering excellence at board

and senior levels in both the professional services and private sectors. The acquisition also offers

an opportunity to further develop the US platform that RDW have in place and broaden the

Group’s geographical reach.’’

Progress made on restructuring of underperforming divisions

During 2016, your Company implemented a number of changes that are still ongoing and

made progress in restructuring underperforming divisions.

In the trading update announced on 1 December 2016, Gary Ashworth commented:

‘‘I am pleased with the progress that the new management team has made in restructuring

underperforming divisions of the Company but acknowledge the challenges the business has

faced this year. We continue to focus on building InterQuest to be the market leading ‘‘digital

transformation’’ recruitment business.’’

Further, in the final results announcement on 14 March 2017, Chris Eldridge, stated:

‘‘We have addressed the areas of the Group that have underperformed during the year and

developed our service offering both in the UK and in the US following the acquisition of RDW.’’

Whilst the Management Team continues to address the underperforming areas of the business,

in the medium term you, not Chisbridge – should reap the benefits of these actions as the

business moves forward.

Focus on technology markets should deliver structural growth in the medium and long term

InterQuest is focused on recruitment within the digital economy with the vision to exploit

opportunities in the digital security, analytics, change management and e-commerce sectors. It

is estimated that the UK digital economy is growing at approximately 32 per cent. faster than

the rest of the economy. Moreover, jobs in the digital economy are growing 2.8 times faster

than in any other economic sector1. The UK digital economy is currently valued at

c.£626 billion2 and is forecast to account for 33 per cent. of real UK GDP by 20213.

The Independent Director believes that the underlying structural growth in the technology

markets that InterQuest services should, everything else being equal assist growth in the

medium and long term.

1 Tech nation, 2016

2 Daily Telegraph, 21 January 2016

3 Accenture Strategy, 2016
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3. Chisbridge is not paying an adequate premium for control

The Offer Price of 42 pence per Ordinary Share represents a discount of approximately:

* 5.6 per cent. to the Closing Price of 44.5 pence per Ordinary Share on 14 June 2017

(being the last business day prior to the date of this document)

* 50.9 per cent. to the 12 month high of 85.5 pence per Ordinary Share

* 50.1 per cent. to the 12 month high Volume Weighted Average Price of 84.1 pence

per Ordinary Share

Furthermore, Chisbridge is not paying an adequate premium for control. Based on the Closing

Price of 39.25 pence per Ordinary Share on 15 May 2017, being the last business day prior to

the announcement that Chisbridge was evaluating making an offer for InterQuest at 42 pence

per Ordinary Share, Chisbridge is paying a premium of only 7.0 per cent. for control of your

Company.

4. There is strong institutional and other shareholder support to reject the Offer

The Company has received non-binding letters of support from InterQuest Shareholders

representing approximately 20.0 per cent. of the existing issued InterQuest Shares. These

shareholders have each stated that they believe the Offer significantly undervalues the

Company and that they support the rejection of the Offer.

Further details of the letters of support are set out in paragraph 7 of Appendix 1 to this

document.

5. There are significant benefits to remaining an AIM quoted company

In its Offer Document, Chisbridge said, in the context of short term trading challenges, that:

‘‘the Management Team believes the Company’s stakeholders’ interests would better be

protected in these circumstances if InterQuest was a private company.’’

The Independent Director does not agree with this analysis; in his view, while recognising that

InterQuest’s performance remains subject to wider economic sentiment which is difficult to

forecast, there are significant benefits to remaining an AIM quoted company, as set out below.

Attract, incentivise and retain staff

As a quoted company, InterQuest is able to attract, incentivise and retain staff through the

issue of share options. By way of example, since 2005, employees and directors have

exercised approximately £3.74 million worth of shares options. Indeed, since 16 October 2009,

all options have been granted at an exercise price of one penny, the nominal value of an

ordinary share, providing an additional net incentive to the option holder.

Provide shareholders with a market in InterQuest Shares

Remaining an AIM quoted business will continue to provide InterQuest Shareholders who do

not accept the Offer with a market in InterQuest Shares. It also provides an opportunity for

employees who do not accept the Offer to realise the value of their share options once

exercised.

4 This figure has been calculated on the assumption that employee share options exercised were sold at the Closing Price at
the end of the day on which admission of those share options exercised became effective. For share issues under blocklisting
schemes, the average Closing Price for the duration of the blocklisting reviews has been used. Prices are taken from
Thomson Reuters Datastream.
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Provide InterQuest with access to additional capital

InterQuest has historically used equity to part fund acquisitions. These have included:

* RDW in August 2016;

* ECOM Recruitment in November 2013;

* Contract Connections in June 2011;

* e-CRM People in September 2007;

* Intelect Recruitment in July 2007;

* Sand Resources in June 2006;

* PeopleCo Worldwide in March 2006; and

* FJB (Contracts) & Maxridge in July 2005.

Retaining an AIM quotation for the InterQuest Shares provides your Company with greater

flexibility in structuring and funding future acquisitions.

Transparency and increased third party comfort

The Independent Director also believes that third parties value the transparency provided

from dealing with a quoted company.

6. Your position if Chisbridge gains control of InterQuest

As detailed in the Offer Document, Chisbridge has received an irrevocable undertaking and

letters of intent to accept the Offer in respect of a total of 16,444,266 InterQuest Shares,

representing approximately 43.6 per cent. of the InterQuest Shares. The irrevocable

undertakings, which cover 12,509,012 InterQuest Shares, have been given by Gary Ashworth

and his wife Clare Ashworth.

Consequently, assuming that all of the InterQuest Shareholders who have signed letters of

intent to accept the Offer do so, Chisbridge requires Offer acceptances from InterQuest

Shareholders representing a further 2,422,985 InterQuest Shares (being 6.4 per cent. of the

issued share capital of InterQuest) for it to control in excess of 50 per cent. of the voting

rights of the Company.

The Independent Director has noted the statement made by Chisbridge in its Offer Document

relating to a proposed cancellation of trading of InterQuest Shares on AIM. Any such

cancellation would require the acquisition by Chisbridge of 75 per cent. or more of the voting

rights of InterQuest pursuant to the Offer or, subsequent to the Offer, the approval by 75 per

cent. of the votes cast at a general meeting convened for the purpose.

Therefore, providing InterQuest Shareholders holding at least 25 per cent. of the

InterQuest Shares do not accept the Offer and vote against any resolution seeking such a

cancellation, your Company will not be delisted.

7. Summary

* Chisbridge was formed by the InterQuest Management Team, who sees value in the

business and who have access to information which is not available to other

InterQuest Shareholders

* The Offer fails to reflect the future potential of InterQuest’s business

* The Offer materially undervalues the Company based on historical share prices

* Chisbridge is not offering an adequate premium for control of the Company
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* InterQuest Shareholders representing approximately 20.0 per cent. of the total

voting rights of the InterQuest Shares have each stated that they believe that the

Offer significantly undervalues the Company and that they support the rejection of

the Offer

* There are significant benefits to remaining an AIM quoted company including

providing InterQuest Shareholders who do not accept the Offer with a market in

InterQuest Shares

The Independent Director has given careful consideration to the merits of the Offer and has

concluded, having consulted with the Company’s financial adviser, Panmure Gordon, that it is

not in the best interests of InterQuest Shareholders to accept the Offer as it fails to fully reflect

the fair value of the Company.

Recommendation

The Independent Director, who has been so advised by Panmure Gordon, recommends that

InterQuest Shareholders do not accept the Offer and take no action on the basis that it materially

undervalues the Company. In providing advice to the Independent Director, Panmure Gordon

has taken into account the Independent Director’s commercial assessment.

Yours sincerely,

David Higgins

Sole Independent Director

15 June 2017
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APPENDIX 1

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. RESPONSIBILITY

1.1 The Independent Director, whose name is set out in paragraph 2 below, accepts

responsibility for the information contained in this document in relation to the InterQuest

Group, the InterQuest Directors and their immediate families, persons connected with the

InterQuest Directors and their related trusts and controlled companies. To the best of the

knowledge and belief of the Independent Director (who has taken all reasonable care to

ensure that such is the case), the information contained in this document for which he is

responsible is in accordance with the facts and does not omit anything likely to affect the

import of such information.

1.2 The Non-Independent Directors, who are each members of the Management Team and

whose names are set out in paragraph 2 below, each accept responsibility for the

information contained in Appendices 1, 2 and 3 relating to the InterQuest Group, the

InterQuest Directors and their immediate families, persons connected with the InterQuest

Directors and their related trusts and controlled companies (other than in relation to

paragraph 13 of this Appendix 1 and the Independent Director’s statement in paragraph 1

of Appendix 2), Chisbridge, the Chisbridge Directors and their immediate families,

persons connected with the Chisbridge Directors and their related trusts and controlled

companies. To the best of the knowledge and belief of the Non-Independent Directors

(who have taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case), the information

contained in this document for which they are responsible is in accordance with the facts

and does not omit anything likely to affect the import of such information.

2. DIRECTORS

The InterQuest Directors and their respective positions are set out below:

Name Function

Gary Ashworth Executive Chairman

Chris Eldridge Chief Executive Officer

David Bygrave Chief Financial Officer

David Higgins Non-Executive Director*

* denotes Independent Director

3. INTERESTS IN CHISBRIDGE SHARES

Interests of InterQuest Directors in relevant securities of Chisbridge

As at the last day of the Disclosure Period, the interests of the InterQuest Directors and

their immediate families, related trusts and connected persons, all of which are beneficial

unless otherwise stated, in relevant securities of Chisbridge were as follows:

Name

Number of Chisbridge

Shares

Percentage of

Chisbridge Shares

Gary Ashworth* 840 84

Chris Eldridge 60 6

David Bygrave 30 3

* The holding of Gary Ashworth includes 70 Chisbridge Shares held by Clare Ashworth, his wife
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4. DEALINGS IN CHISBRIDGE SHARES

Dealings in relevant securities of Chisbridge by the InterQuest Directors

During the period between the commencement of the Offer Period and the last day of

the Disclosure Period, the dealings in the relevant securities of Chisbridge by the

InterQuest Directors and their immediate families, related trusts and connected persons

were as follows:

Name Date

Nature of

transaction

Number of

Chisbridge

Shares

Price per

Chisbridge

Share

Gary Ashworth 17 May 2017 Subscription 677 £1

Chris Eldridge 17 May 2017 Subscription 60 £1

David Bygrave 17 May 2017 Subscription 30 £1

5. INTERESTS IN INTERQUEST SHARES

Interests of InterQuest Directors in relevant securities of InterQuest

As at the last day of the Disclosure Period, the interests of the InterQuest Directors and

their immediate families, related trusts and connected persons, all of which are beneficial

unless otherwise stated, in relevant securities of InterQuest were as follows:

Name

Number of InterQuest

Shares

Percentage of InterQuest

shares

Gary Ashworth 12,509,012 33

Chris Eldridge Nil 0

David Bygrave 37,250 0.01

David Higgins Nil 0

6. INTERESTS AND DEALINGS – GENERAL

6.1 As at the last day of the Disclosure Period, save as disclosed in this document, neither

InterQuest, nor any of the InterQuest Directors, nor any member of their immediate

families, related trusts or (so far as the InterQuest Directors are aware) connected

persons had an interest, right to subscribe for, or short position in (whether conditional

or absolute and whether in the money or otherwise), including any short position under a

derivative, any agreement to sell or any delivery obligation or right to require another

person to purchase or take delivery of, relevant securities of InterQuest or any relevant

securities of Chisbridge nor had any of the foregoing dealt in any relevant securities of

InterQuest or any relevant securities of Chisbridge from the commencement of the Offer

Period until the last day of the Disclosure Period.

6.2 As at the last day of the Disclosure Period, save as disclosed in this document, no person

acting in concert with InterQuest and no person with whom InterQuest or persons acting

in concert with InterQuest has an arrangement had an interest in, right to subscribe for,

or short position in (whether conditional or absolute and whether in the money or

otherwise), including any short position under a derivative, any agreement to sell or any

delivery obligation or right to require another person to purchase or take delivery of,

any relevant securities of InterQuest nor had any of the foregoing dealt in any relevant

securities of InterQuest from the commencement of the Offer Period until the last day of

the Disclosure Period.

6.3 As at the last day of the Disclosure Period, save as disclosed in this document, neither

InterQuest nor any person acting in concert with InterQuest has borrowed or lent

(including for these purposes any financial collateral arrangements of the kind referred to

in Note 4 to Rule 4.6 of the Code) any relevant securities of InterQuest.

6.4 As at the last day of the Disclosure Period, save as disclosed in this document, there

were no arrangements between InterQuest or any person acting in concert with

InterQuest and any other person.
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6.5 Save as disclosed in this document, InterQuest has not redeemed or purchased any

InterQuest Shares or any securities convertible into, rights to subscribe for or options in

respect of, or derivatives referenced to InterQuest Shares during the Disclosure Period.

6.6 For the purposes of this Appendix 1:

(a) ‘‘acting in concert’’ has the meaning set out in the Code;

(b) ‘‘arrangement’’ has the meaning set out in Note 11 to the definition of acting in

concert;

(c) ‘‘dealing’’ or ‘‘dealt’’ includes the following:

(i) the acquisition or disposal of securities;

(ii) the taking, granting, acquisition, disposal, entering into, closing out,

termination, exercise (by either party) or variation of an option (including a

traded option contract) in respect of any relevant securities;

(iii) subscribing or agreeing to subscribe for relevant securities;

(iv) the exercise or conversion, whether in respect of new or existing relevant

securities, of any relevant securities carrying conversion or subscription rights;

(v) the acquisition of, disposal of, entering into, closing out, exercise (by either

party) of any rights under, or variation of, a derivative referenced, directly or

indirectly, to relevant securities;

(vi) entering into, terminating or varying the terms of any agreement to purchase

or sell relevant securities; and

(vii) any other action resulting, or which may result, in an increase or decrease in

the number of relevant securities in which a person is interested or in respect

of which he has a short position;

(d) ‘‘derivative’’ includes any financial product whose value, in whole or in part, is

determined directly or indirectly by reference to the price of an underlying

security;

(e) ‘‘Disclosure Period’’ means the period commencing on 16 May 2017 (being the

date of the commencement of the Offer Period) and ending on 14 June 2017 (being

the latest practicable date prior to the publication of this document);

(f) ‘‘relevant securities of Chisbridge’’ means Chisbridge Shares and securities

convertible into, or rights to subscribe for, options (including traded options) in

respect thereof and derivatives referenced thereto;

(g) ‘‘relevant securities of InterQuest’’ means InterQuest Shares and securities

convertible into, or rights to subscribe for, options (including traded options) in

respect thereof and derivatives referenced thereto;

(h) ownership or control of 20 per cent. or more of the equity share capital is regarded

as the test of associated company status and ‘‘control’’ means an interest or interests

in shares carrying 30 per cent. or more of the voting rights attributable to the share

capital of a company which are currently exercisable at a general meeting,

irrespective of whether the holding or aggregate holding gives de facto control;
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(i) a person is treated as having an ‘‘interest in securities’’ if he has long economic

exposure, whether absolute or conditional, to changes in the price of those

securities (and a person who only has a short position in securities is not treated as

interested in those securities). In particular, a person is treated as ‘‘interested’’ in

securities if:

(i) he owns them;

(ii) he has the right (whether conditional or absolute) to exercise or direct the

exercise of the voting rights attaching to them or has general control of them;

(iii) by virtue of any agreement to purchase, option or derivative, he;

(A) has the right or option to acquire them or call for their delivery; or

(B) is under an obligation to take delivery of them,

whether the right, option or obligation is conditional or absolute and whether it

is in the money or otherwise; or

(iv) he is a party to any derivative:

(A) whose value is determined by reference to their price; and

(B) which results, or may result, in his having a long position in them.

7. LETTERS OF SUPPORT

InterQuest has received letters of support from InterQuest Shareholders holding, in

aggregate, 7,548,799 InterQuest Shares, representing approximately 20.0 per cent. of the

existing issued share capital of InterQuest. These InterQuest Shareholders have each

stated that they support the Independent Director in rejecting the Offer. Further details of

the letters of support are set out below:

Name

Number of

InterQuest Shares

Percentage of

existing issued

share capital of

InterQuest (%)

River and Mercantile Asset Management LLP 2,800,000 7.4

Livingbridge VC LLP 2,250,789 6.0

Mole Valley Asset Management Limited 710,400 1.9

Elderstreet Investments Limited 410,000 1.1

Hazell Carr Edwards FURB 400,000 1.1

Castlefield Investment Partners LLP 291,475 0.8

Tim Fleetwood 279,387 0.7

Blankstone Sington Limited 222,207 0.6

Charlotte Fleetwood 109,541 0.3

Tsippi Goldblum 45,200 0.1

Daniel Goldblum 29,800 0.1

Total 7,548,799 20.0

Notes:

1. It should be noted that the letters of support are not legally binding on the parties entering into them. However, in
accordance with Rule 2.10(c) of the Code, any change in the intentions of these parties must be publicly announced.

2. It should be noted that the total percentage of existing issued share capital of InterQuest has reduced from
20.1 percent. in the announcement dated 6 June 2017. This is due to the exercise of options announced on 6 June 2017.
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8. INTERQUEST DIRECTORS’ SERVICE AGREEMENTS

8.1 Set out below are details of the service agreements or letters of appointment of each of

the InterQuest Directors:

(a) Chris Eldridge is employed as Chief Executive Officer pursuant to the terms of a

service agreement with InterQuest dated 21 October 2015. The agreement is

terminable by either party on not less than 6 months written notice. Mr Eldridge is

paid a basic annual salary of £230,000 and is entitled to participate in a

discretionary bonus scheme. The bonus scheme typically provides the potential for

Mr Eldridge to receive up to 50 per cent. of basic salary in the event that the

InterQuest Group achieves certain performance objectives. His basic salary is

subject to annual review by the remuneration committee of InterQuest. In addition,

Mr Eldridge is entitled to the provision of private healthcare (or reimbursement of

the costs of the same up to £3,000) and to participate in the Group’s personal

pension scheme. He is also entitled to life insurance cover equal to four times his

basic salary capped at £500,000. Mr Eldridge is subject to certain non-competition

and non-solicitation covenants for a period of 12 months’ following the termination of

his employment. The agreement is governed by English law.

(b) David Bygrave is employed as Chief Financial Officer pursuant to the terms of a

service agreement with InterQuest dated 16 November 2015. The agreement is

terminable by either party on not less than 6 months’ written notice. Mr Bygrave is

paid a basic annual salary of £150,000 and is entitled to participate in a

discretionary bonus scheme. The bonus scheme typically provides the potential for

Mr Bygrave to receive up to 40 per cent. of basic salary in the event that the

InterQuest Group achieves certain performance objectives. His basic salary is

subject to annual review by the remuneration committee of InterQuest. In addition,

Mr Bygrave is entitled to the provision of private healthcare (or reimbursement of

the costs of the same up to £3,000) and to participate in the Group’s personal

pension scheme. He is also entitled to life insurance cover equal to four times his

basic salary capped at £500,000. Mr Bygrave is subject to certain non-competition

and non-solicitation covenants for a period of 12 months’ following the termination of

his employment. The agreement is governed by English law.

(c) Gary Ashworth is employed as Executive Chairman. His employment is terminable

by either party on not less than 6 months’ written notice. Mr Ashworth is paid a

basic annual salary of £115,763. In addition, for the year ending 31 December 2016

Mr Ashworth received benefits in kind amounting to approximately £1,500 and

received a bonus of approximately £12,000.

(d) Pursuant to the terms of a letter of engagement with InterQuest dated 2 April 2015,

David Higgins has agreed to serve as a Non-Executive Director of InterQuest. Mr

Higgins was entitled to an annual fee of £33,075 which rose to £40,000 with effect

from 1 June 2017. The agreement is terminable by either party on not less than 3

months’ written notice. In addition the board agreed that Mr Higgins would charge a

further fee of £15,000 for the work carried out in his role in relation to the Offer.

8.2 Save as disclosed in 8.1(d) above, none of the agreements set out in paragraph 8.1

above has been entered into or amended during the six months prior to the date of this

document.

8.3 Save as disclosed above, there are no other contracts of service between the directors of

InterQuest and InterQuest or any of its subsidiaries.
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9. MATERIAL CONTRACTS

The following contracts, not being contracts being entered into in the ordinary course of

business, have been entered into by members of the InterQuest Group during the period

beginning two years immediately before the date of the commencement of the Offer

Period and are, or may be, material:

(a) Share Purchase Agreement

On 2 August 2016, the Company entered into an agreement with (i) Richard Draper

(‘‘RD’’); (ii) Thomas Bushell (‘‘TB’’) and Daniel Richards (‘‘DR’’) (together, the

‘‘Sellers’’) for the acquisition by the Company of the entire issued share capital of RDW-

RD Limited (‘‘RDW’’). Pursuant to the terms of the agreement the Company: (i) acquired

10,000 A ordinary shares from RD with effect from completion of the agreement; and (ii)

agreed to enter into option agreements with TB and DR at completion to acquire 2,821 B

ordinary shares (the ‘‘Option Agreements’’, see paragraphs 9(b) and 9(c) below for

further details).

The purchase price was the sum of £2,200,000 of which £1,273,070 was payable in cash

to RD at completion (subject to deduction of an amount equal to the debt owned by RD

to RDW). A further £226,930 was payable in cash to TB (subject to deduction of an

amount equal to the debt owed by TB to RDW) and DR only upon the exercise by the

Company of its call options under the Option Agreements or alternatively upon the

exercise by TB and DR of their put options under the Option Agreements (‘‘Option

Completion’’). The remainder of the purchase price comprised the issue and allotment

of: (i) 728,000 new ordinary shares in the capital of the Company to RD on completion of

the agreement; and (ii) 205,333 ordinary shares in the capital of the Company to TB and

DR on Option Completion. Each of the Sellers agreed to enter into a 12 month lock-in

period followed by a further 12 month orderly market period in relation to the disposal

of the shares issued to them pursuant to the agreement.

In addition, DR is entitled to receive up to an additional US$1,000,000 by way of earn-out

payments subject to the Company achieving certain financial targets.

The Sellers gave certain customary warranties in connection with the sale, subject to

certain limitations on liability. In addition, the Sellers gave indemnities to the Company

in respect of certain specified matters. Further, the Sellers have given a tax covenant

pursuant to which they have agreed to be liable to the Company in respect of certain tax

liabilities.

The Sellers are subject to restrictive covenants preventing them from competing with the

business of the Company and its subsidiaries in the geographic area where such

business is carried on at completion. The restrictive covenant applies during the two

years following completion or for a period of six months commencing on the date on

which the relevant Seller ceases employment with the Company or its subsidiaries

(whichever is the later). The agreement also contains other customary restrictions.

(b) Option Agreement with Thomas Bushell

On 2 August 2016, the Company entered into an option agreement with TB pursuant to

which:

(i) TB granted the Company a call option (the ‘‘Call Option’’) over 1,539 B ordinary

shares of £0.0001 each in the capital of RDW owned by TB (‘‘TB Option Shares’’).

The Call Option grants the Company the right and option, exerciseable by the

Company in its sole discretion for a period between 7 October 2016 and 18 October

2016 to purchase all of the TB Option Shares in exchange for a cash sum of £123,780

and 112,000 shares in the capital of the Company (the ‘‘TB Consideration’’); and

(ii) the Company granted TB a put option (the ‘‘Put Option’’) over the TB Option

Shares. The Put Option grants TB the right and option, exerciseable by TB in his

sole discretion for a period between 7 October 2016 and 18 October 2016 to

require the Company to purchase all of the TB Option Shares in exchange for the TB

Consideration.
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Immediately on completion of the exercise of the Put Option or the Call Option TB was

required to repay to the company or any of its subsidiaries the debt owing to them.

On 18 October 2016, the Company announced that it had served notice exercising its

Call Option to acquire the TB Option Shares. Completion of the exercise of the Call

Option took place on 20 October 2016 and the TB Consideration shares were admitted to

trading on 21 October 2016.

(c) Option Agreement with Daniel Richards

On 2 August 2016, the Company entered into an option agreement with DR pursuant to

which:

(i) DR granted the Company a call option (the ‘‘Call Option’’) over 1,282 B ordinary

shares of £0.0001 each in the capital of RDW owned by DR (‘‘DR Option Shares’’).

The Call Option grants the Company the right and option, exerciseable by the

Company in its sole discretion for a period between 7 October 2016 and 18 October

2016 to purchase all of the DR Option Shares in exchange for a cash sum of

£103,150 and 93,333 shares in the capital of the Company and an earn out payment

of up to US$1,000,000 (the ‘‘DR Consideration’’); and

(ii) the Company granted DR a put option (the ‘‘Put Option’’) over the DR Option

Shares. The Put Option grants DR the right and option, exerciseable by DR in his

sole discretion for a period between 7 October 2016 and 18 October 2016 to

require the Company to purchase all of the DR Option Shares in exchange for the

DR Consideration.

On 18 October 2016, the Company announced that it had served notice exercising its

Call Option to acquire the DR Option Shares. Completion of the exercise of the Call

Option took place on 20 October 2016 and the DR Consideration shares were admitted to

trading on 21 October 2016.

Save as disclosed above, no other contracts have been entered into by any company in

the InterQuest Group, not being contracts entered into in the ordinary course of

business, which are, or may be material, during the period beginning two years before

the commencement of the Offer Period.

10. RATINGS

As at the commencement of the Offer Period, InterQuest had no ratings and outlooks

publicly accorded to it by ratings agencies.

11. SIGNIFICANT CHANGE

Save as disclosed in the Company’s trading update dated 15 June 2017, an extract from

the text of which is set out below, there has been no significant change in the financial

or trading position of InterQuest since 31 December 2016 (the date to which the latest

published audited accounts of InterQuest were prepared and which are disclosed on

page 45 of the Offer Document).

‘‘InterQuest Group plc (AIM: ITQ.L), the specialist recruiter in the technology, analytics and

digital market today announces the following trading update ahead of its interim results for

the six months to 30 June 2017.

The executive management team and Independent Director concur that the Company, whilst

benefitting from solid sector fundamentals which underpin the business in the longer term,

has been experiencing weaker trading in recent months, particularly in its core contractor

market. Whilst it is still early, the Company recognises signs of potential challenges ahead

in the political and trading environment resulting from BREXIT, the result of the UK election

and the subsequent hung Parliament. The Company continues to restructure its business in

order to focus on the future technology markets it services.
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Mindful of these risks, together with the impact of one off costs on net debt levels, the

Company considers that a more prudent policy on dividend payments is necessary and has

agreed that dividends will only be declared in circumstances where net debt levels are

below half EBITDA. This amended policy does not affect the dividend previously announced

by the Company on 14 March 2017 which will be paid on 16 June 2017 to shareholders on

the register on 19 May 2017.’’

12. FEES AND EXPENSES

The aggregate fees and expenses which are expected to be incurred by InterQuest in

connection with the Offer are estimated to amount to between £281,500 and £471,500

plus applicable value added tax. The aggregate number consists of the following

categories:

Estimated cost (£) Notes

Financial and corporate broking advice 140,000 to 250,000 (1)

Legal advice 120,000 to 200,000 (2)

Accounting advice 20,000

Other professional services 1,500

Aggregate fees and expenses 281,500 to 471,500

Notes:

1. Depending on the outcome of the Offer.

2. This fee is not subject to a maximum amount because the amount of the fee will be calculated on a ‘‘time cost’’ basis.

13. VIEWS OF THE INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR ON THE OFFER

On giving his opinion on the Offer, the Code requires the Independent Director to give

his views on certain matters, including the effect of the Offer on InterQuest’s interests,

including specifically employment, and his views on Chisbridge’s strategic plans for

InterQuest and their likely repercussions on employment and the locations of InterQuest’s

places of business.

In fulfilling its obligations under the Code, the Independent Director can only comment

on the details provided in the Offer Document. The Independent Director notes that

Chisbridge has no intentions to change the business or existing executive management of

InterQuest and that it intends to safeguard the existing employment rights (including

pension rights) of all InterQuest Group management and employees with no material

changes to their conditions of employment. The Independent Director further notes that

Chisbridge has not yet made any proposals on the terms of any incentivisation

arrangements for relevant InterQuest employees or management and that no discussions

have taken place regarding the terms of such arrangements.

The Independent Director notes that Chisbridge intends to manage InterQuest in the

same manner in which it is currently managed and does not currently intend to carry out

any material restructuring of InterQuest’s business or relocation of its personnel, nor any

changes to the locations of InterQuest Group’s business, save for the planned merger of

various London offices as the current property leases come to an end, or any

redeployment of its fixed assets, other than the relocation of fixed assets to a new

London office. The Independent Director further notes that Chisbridge intends to make

contributions to pension schemes in accordance with the requirements of auto-enrolment

under the Pensions Act 2008 and that Chisbridge intends to increase the contributions in

line with the minimum legal requirements, but has no current intention to increase the

contributions beyond the current minimum legal requirements.

The Independent Director notes the intentions of Chisbridge in seeking to acquire

InterQuest, however there is insufficient information in the Offer Document about

Chisbridge’s plans in relation to InterQuest to comment further.

14. PERSONS ACTING IN CONCERT

The persons (other than the InterQuest Directors and members of the InterQuest Group)

acting in concert with InterQuest in respect of the Offer are as follows:
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(a) Panmure Gordon.

15. MISCELLANEOUS

15.1 InterQuest is a public company limited by shares and incorporated in England and Wales

under the Companies Act 1985 with registered number 04298109. The registered office of

InterQuest is 6-7 St Cross Street, London EC1N 8UA.

15.2 Panmure Gordon has given and has not withdrawn its written consent to the issue of this

document with the inclusion herein of the references to its name in the form and context

in which it appears.

15.3 All references to time in this document are to London time unless the context provides

otherwise.

16. DOCUMENTS ON DISPLAY

Copies of the following documents have been published on InterQuest’s website at

www.interquestgroup.com/about/investment/offersite-disclaimer and will be available

until the end of the Offer Period:

(a) the articles of association of InterQuest;

(b) the consent letter referred to in paragraph 15.2 of this Appendix 1;

(c) the letters of support referred to in paragraph 7 of this Appendix 1; and

(d) this document.

15 June 2017
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APPENDIX 2

PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION, BASES AND SOURCES

1. CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS

This document contains certain forward looking statements with respect to the financial

condition, results of operations and business of InterQuest or the InterQuest Group and

certain plans and objectives of the InterQuest Board. These forward looking statements

can be identified by the fact that they do not relate to historical or current facts. Forward

looking statements often use words such as ‘‘anticipate’’, ‘‘target’’, ‘‘expect’’, ‘‘estimate’’,

‘‘intend’’, ‘‘plan’’, ‘‘goal’’, ‘‘believe’’, ‘‘will’’, ‘‘may’’, ‘‘should’’, ‘‘would’’, ‘‘could’’ or other

words of similar meaning. These statements are based on assumptions and assessments

made by the InterQuest Board in the light of their experience and their perception of

historical trends, current conditions, expected future developments and other factors they

believe appropriate. By their nature, forward looking statements involve risk and

uncertainty and the factors described in the context of such forward looking statements in

this document could cause actual results and developments to differ materially from those

expressed in or implied by such forward looking statements.

Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialise, or should underlying

assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those described in

this document. Except as required by the FCA, the London Stock Exchange, the AIM

Rules or any other applicable law or regulation, InterQuest assumes no obligation to

update or correct the information contained in this document.

The Independent Director wants shareholders to have a balanced view on future

prospects and to be aware of the cyclical nature of the recruitment sector and the lack of

visibility on future earnings. InterQuest is predominantly focused in the UK and there is a

high level of political and economic uncertainty around Brexit, IR35 post-election

government and the general economic environment that makes future performance very

difficult to forecast. Whilst the Company is taking a medium-term view of the future

performance of the business, there are still a number of market and political challenges

that could affect performance in the short-term.

2. PUBLICATION ON WEBSITE

In accordance with Rule 26.1 of the Code, a copy of this document will be made

available, subject to certain restrictions relating to persons resident in any Restricted

Jurisdiction, on the website of InterQuest at www.interquestgroup.com/about/investment/

offersite-disclaimer until the end of the Offer Period.

For the avoidance of doubt, the content of the website referred to above is not

incorporated into and does not form part of this document.

3. PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Unless otherwise stated in this document, financial information relating to InterQuest has

been extracted from the audited annual report of InterQuest for the 12 months ended

31 December 2016. Financial information is reported under International Financial

Reporting Standards unless otherwise stated.

4. ROUNDING

The Company confirms that the information in this document has been rounded and

accordingly may not add up to 100 per cent. Certain financial data has also been

rounded. As a result of this rounding, the totals of data presented in this document may

vary slightly from the actual arithmetic totals of such data.
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5. ISSUED SHARE CAPITAL

The value of the fully diluted share capital of InterQuest is calculated on the basis of:

(i) 37,736,500 InterQuest Shares in issue on 14 June 2017 (being the last business day

prior to the publication of this document), of which 2,000 InterQuest Shares are held

in treasury; and

(ii) 948,896 InterQuest Shares subject to options outstanding under the InterQuest Share

Option Schemes on 14 June 2017 (being the last business day prior to the

publication of this document) and are capable of exercise.

6. SOURCES AND BASES

Unless otherwise stated:

(a) information regarding the Offer is sourced from the Offer Document and other

material made publicly available by Chisbridge or any other person mentioned in

the Offer Document;

(b) Closing share prices are derived from the AIM Appendix of the Daily Official List;

and

(c) Volume Weighted Average Share prices are derived from Thomson Reuters

Datastream.
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APPENDIX 3

DEFINITIONS

The following definitions apply throughout this document unless the context otherwise

requires:

‘‘Act’’ the Companies Act 2006 (as amended)

‘‘AIM’’ AIM, the market of that name operated by the London Stock

Exchange

‘‘AIM Rules’’ the rules governing the admission to, and operation of, AIM as

set out in the AIM Rules for Companies published by the

London Stock Exchange from time to time

‘‘Australia’’ the commonwealth of Australia, its states, territories or

possessions

‘‘business day’’ a day (not being a Saturday, a Sunday or a public holiday) on

which clearing banks in the City of London are open for

normal business

‘‘Canada’’ Canada, its possessions, provinces and territories and all

areas subject to its jurisdiction or any political subdivision

thereof

‘‘Chisbridge’’ Chisbridge Limited, a company incorporated in England with

registered number 10451963 and whose registered office is at

Bockmer House, Bockmer End, Medmenham, Marlow,

Buckinghamshire SL7 2HL

‘‘Chisbridge Shares’’ ordinary shares in the capital of Chisbridge

‘‘Chisbridge Directors’’ the directors of Chisbridge as at the date of this document

‘‘Closing Price’’ the closing middle market quotation of a share as derived

from the AIM Appendix of the Daily Official List

‘‘Code’’ The City Code on Takeovers and Mergers

‘‘connected person’’ has the meaning given to that term in section 252 of the Act

‘‘Daily Official List’’ the Daily Official List of the London Stock Exchange

‘‘FCA’’ the UK Financial Conduct Authority

‘‘Independent Director’’ the independent director of InterQuest, being David Higgins

(Non-Executive Director)

‘‘InterQuest’’ or the

‘‘Company’’

InterQuest Group plc registered with company number

04298109 and whose registered office is at 6-7 St Cross

Street, London EC1N 8UA

‘‘InterQuest Directors’’ or

‘‘InterQuest Board’’

the directors of InterQuest at the date of this document

‘‘InterQuest Group’’ InterQuest and its existing subsidiary undertakings

‘‘InterQuest Share Option

Schemes’’

InterQuest’s share option schemes, being the Enterprise

Management Incentive Share Option Plan and the

Unapproved Share Option Plan
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‘‘InterQuest Shareholders’’ holders of InterQuest Shares

‘‘InterQuest Shares’’ or

‘‘Ordinary Shares’’

the existing issued fully paid ordinary shares of one penny

each in the capital of InterQuest and any further such shares

which are unconditionally allotted or issued and fully paid or

credited as fully paid before the date on which the Offer

closes (or such earlier date, not being earlier than the date on

which the Offer becomes or is declared unconditional as to

acceptances as Chisbridge may, subject to the Code, decide)

‘‘Japan’’ Japan, its cities, prefectures, territories and possessions

‘‘London Stock Exchange’’ London Stock Exchange plc

‘‘Non-Independent Directors’’

or the ‘‘Management Team’’

the non-independent directors of InterQuest, being Chris

Eldridge (Chief Executive Officer), Gary Ashworth (Executive

Chairman) and David Bygrave (Chief Financial Officer)

‘‘Offer’’ the offer by Chisbridge, on the terms and subject to the

conditions set out in the Offer Document, to acquire all of the

InterQuest Shares (including, where the context requires, any

subsequent revision, variation, extension or renewal of such

offer)

‘‘Offer Document’’ the offer document published by Chisbridge on 1 June 2017 in

respect of the Offer

‘‘Offer Period’’ the offer period for the purposes of the Code which

commenced on 16 May 2017

‘‘Offer Price’’ 42 pence for every InterQuest Share

‘‘Panmure Gordon’’ Panmure Gordon (UK) Limited, financial adviser to the

Company

‘‘£’’ or ‘‘pence’’ the lawful currency of the United Kingdom

‘‘Restricted Jurisdiction’’ the United States, Canada, Australia or Japan or any other

jurisdiction where extension or acceptance of the Offer would

violate the law of that jurisdiction

‘‘United Kingdom’’ or ‘‘UK’’ the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

‘‘US’’ or ‘‘United States’’ the United States of America, its territories and possessions,

any state of the United States of America and the District of

Columbia and all other areas subject to its jurisdiction

Save where otherwise stated, for the purpose of this document, ‘‘subsidiary’’, ‘‘subsidiary

undertaking’’, ‘‘associated undertaking’’ and ‘‘undertaking’’ shall be construed in accordance

with the Act.

In this document, the singular includes the plural and vice versa, unless the context otherwise

requires.
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